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Abstract
Map colors are indispensable in map visual communication and thinking. However, creating a good color design is
challenging for experts as well as novices. Recently, a new idea, color transfer, has drawn considerable attention in
cartography and computer graphics; it aims to transfer colors from one or more reference images to a target image
while preserving the color appearance of the reference image. However, existing methods in computer graphics have
limited consideration of cross-regional, legibility, and cartographic color design rules, such as conventional and
semantic rules. This paper proposes a vector-based map color transfer method that treats map color transfer as a
multiconstraint optimization problem. The manifold learning technique is introduced to organize discrete colors from a
reference image. The proposed method is implemented with four reference images. Compared with FastPhotoStyle from
NVIDIA, our method achieves better results in terms of legibility and graphical quality.
Keywords: Map color design, Color transfer, Manifold learning, Multiconstraint optimization

1 INTRODUCTION
In the era of so-called ubiquitous mapping, anyone can be a cartographer (Wood 2003, Goodchild 2007). With the
development of information and communication technology (ICT), users can use maps on electronic devices anytime
and anywhere (Gartner et al. 2007). Map design is no longer always performed by experts through reference maps, and
the general public now shows great interest in making personal, creative thematic maps. In this context, general public–
facing mapmaking techniques are now urgently needed, including map color design, which is one of the most important
components of map design.
Map colors play an irreplaceable role in map visual communication and visual thinking. Color, as a visual variable, can
be used to encode quantitative and qualitative information. Color can also be an esthetic element to make maps
attractive. So far, a series of guidelines have been proposed for color design, such as visual variables (Bertin and Berg
1967, MacEachren 1995), legibility (Sloan and Brown 1979), conventional rules (Robinson 1995), semantic rules
(Hoarau 2011), harmony (Moon and Spencer 1944), and visual contrast and hierarchy (Robinson 1995). However, these
rules are often qualitatively described, and in practice, they often need to be compromised, which may be beyond the
user’s skills and experience. Effective color design is time consuming and labor intensive, not only for experts but also
for novices. Monmonier (2018) called map color design a cartography quagmire. Supporting high-quality map colors is
still challenging.
Recently, a new idea, color transfer, has drawn considerable attention in the field of cartography and computer graphic
science; it aims to transfer color from one or more reference images to a target image with color appearance
preservation. In cartography, some studies have aimed to transfer personalized and creative colors from artistic
paintings to maps to enhance the esthetic aspects of maps. For example, to obtain Renoir painting–style maps (Feranec
and Pravda 2009) and Monet painting–style maps (Friedmannová 2009) researchers summarized painters’ color palettes
and manually transferred them to maps; however, this method depends on the experience and knowledge of cartography
and resists automation. There are also some interactive personalized mapping tools, such as Mapbox’s Cartogram
(Mapbox 2017), that can automatically generate four map-color styles based on a user-provided picture, but the overall
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color appearance is not always harmonious. Some scholars have also tried to transfer map styles based on deep learning
image style–transfer methods. For example, Bogucka and Meng (2019) used a deep learning style-transfer method to
transfer map styles and evaluated the emotional quality of the transfer results. However, the transfer results are more
like paintings than legible, information communication–oriented maps. Kang et al. (2019), based on a generative
adversarial network (GAN), designed a tile map–based style transfer method. However, it is limited to a matched map
region.
In computer graphics, Reinhard et al. (2001) proposed the first automatic image color transfer algorithm, which can
transfer the color from an image to another image to enhance the visual effect of the transferred image. Then, various
image color/style transfer algorithms were proposed: Chang et al. (2004) proposed a perception-based color transfer
method. Colors were divided into different categories by name, and then a classification constraint was followed to
generate colors from their original categories for color transfer. Neumann and Neumann (2005) introduced a nonlinear
histogram-matching method based on hue, saturation, and brightness. It can transfer any color style from a source image
to a target image using 3D histogram matching. Nguyen et al. (2017) used K-means clustering to construct color
palettes from multiple images and transfer them to other images. Li et al. (2018) proposed a deep learning–based image
transfer method, FastPhotoStyle, which can output very realistic transfer results. These methods all focus on color
transfer from image to image rather than from image to map.
From the above discussion, these efforts toward color transfer show potential applications to accommodating
personalized and creative mapping by providing a new way to generate an artistic color appearance. However, these
methods focus on image-to-image color transfer and suffer from a common limitation: lack of consideration of essential
map color design rules (e.g., conventional rules, semantic rules, harmony, etc.), making the transfer results more like
paintings than maps. To fill this gap, we propose an automatic vector-based cross-scale map color transfer method. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model formulating the problem of map color
transfer. Section 3 introduces a manifold learning-based technique to solve the problem. A heuristic algorithm based on
an artificial bee colony algorithm is also shown to obtain a satisfying result. Section 4 evaluates the results of our
method and of a deep learning–based color transfer method.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We aim to perform color transfer from an image to a vector map with both scientific and artistic considerations. The
references used can be paintings, fine artwork, or photographs. The target is a vector map with point, polyline, and
polygon symbols and labels for any scale and region.
First, the map color should still serve as a visual variable to communicate information, and, conventional, semantic,
legibility, and hierarchy principles should be considered. Then, as a representation, the color harmony and emotion of
the reference should be kept. Of course, the visual appearance of the reference image should also be preserved. In this
paper, the above map color transfer considerations are transformed into a multiconstraint optimization problem, the
constraints of which include 1) the reference image color constraint, 2) the legibility constraint, and 3) the conventional
rule constraint; the objective functions are that 1) the map color appearance should be similar between the reference and
the target, and 2) the map color should be harmonious.

2.1 Constraints
(1) Color gamut constraint. Map colors should come from reference images. Generally, colors from reference images
are discrete color points rather than a contiguous color space. In this paper, the discrete point cloud of the image colors
is analyzed by the manifold learning technique. In doing so, the discrete, three-dimensional color points are
dimensionally reduced in a nonlinear manner to a two-dimensional space, which can help in efficiently searching and
transferring the colors (see Section 3.1 for details). The map color is searched from the image color manifold, and the
map color source constraint is shown in equation (1).

Cmap ⊆ Colormanifold , Cmap =
{C1 ,..., Cn } (1)
Color

manifold
Where Cmap is the map color after transfer,
is the color manifold constructed from the source image, and n is
the number of map layers to which the color needs to be transferred.
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(2) Legibility constraint. To be legible, any two colors in the map should be distinguishable according to the perceptible
color difference (just-noticeable-color-difference, JNCD) threshold (Mahy et al. 1994). In the model, the color
difference between any two map colors should be greater than the threshold ∂, as shown in equation (2):

∀Ci , C j ∈ Cmap , ∆E*ab (Ci , C j ) > ∂ (2)

Where i and j are the subscripts of any two map colors in the CIELab color space. ∆E*ab (Ci , C j ) is the color difference
between two colors. ∂ is the threshold for distinguishing any two map colors. The color distance can be calculated by
using the Euclidean distance in the CIELab color space. In the CIELab color space, L indicates brightness (0-100), a*
ranges from green (-) to red (+), b* ranges from blue (-) to yellow (+), and a, b usually range from -128 to +127, as
shown in equation (3):

( Li − L j ) 2 + ( ai* − a*j ) 2 + (bi* − b*j ) 2 (3)

∆E*ab (Ci , C j ) =
*

*

Where Ci=(Li, ai* , bi* ) is color i and Cj=(Lj, a j , b j ) is color j.
(3) Conventional rules. From considerable mapmaking experience, cartographers have summarized a series of
conventions for map color use that can help to improve the quality of map information communication, such as using
green for forests and other vegetation and blue for oceans, rivers and other water bodies. In this paper, to respect the
conventional rules, the map color cannot shift too far from convention. (If no color is searched, the color with the least
color difference is selected.) This is shown in equation (4):
habit
∀Cm ∈ Cmap
, ∆E*ab (Cm , Cm ' ) < δ (4)

Where

habit
Cmap

'

is the color set of the layers, which needs to take into account the map color convention. Cm is the color
*

'

before the transfer. ∆E ab (Cm , Cm ) is the difference between the original color and the transferred color. δ is the
maximum color shifting threshold.

2.2 Objective function
(1) Similarity of color appearance. The color proportion is one of the major factors in shaping an image’s color
appearance, and it may vary greatly from image to image. Since the number of colors in an image is generally much
larger than the number of map themes, widely used factors in current image color transfer methods, such as histogram
matching, are not suitable for transferring image colors to maps. Here, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) function is
used to measure the similarity of color appearance. The RMSE is a common loss function in machine learning. It
represents the square root of the second sample moment of the difference between the predicted value and true value,
and it can reflect the degree of deviation between the predicted value and true value. Here, we use the RMSE to indicate
how close the color proportion of the transferred map is to that of the reference image. The similarity of color
appearance is calculated with equation (5).

f1 (=
C)

1 n
'
)) 2 , Cimap ∈ Cmap
, C image
∈ Colormanifold (5)
∑ ( P(Cimap ) − P(C image
j
j
n i =1

Where P (Cimap ) is the color proportion of the i-th map theme, C image
is the color set of the selected image, and
j
P (C image
) is the color proportion of color j.
j

(2) Color harmony. Harmonious colors can enhance the beauty of maps. O’Donovan et al. (2014) captured preferences
for color combinations through a collaborative filtering method on a large color palette data set and used a generalized
linear model to analyze the color harmony rules; this model can be used to calculate the harmonic score of a 5-color
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group. In this paper, this method was used to quantify map color harmony. Assuming that the score of the user’s color
preferences of a 5-color ti=(1,2,…,5) group is γ (T), then the objective function of the map color harmony is shown in
equation (6).

f=
2 (Cmap )

1
M

M

∑ ( P × γ (T ))
i =1

i

i

(6)

Where Tt(t=0,1,…,M) is a set of M groups of color in Cmap sorted by the color proportion, ti is a group containing 5 map
colors, and Pi is the sum of the proportion of colors in this group.

2.3 Multiconstraint color transfer model
Combining the above objective function and constraints, the map color transfer problem is transformed into a
multiconstraint optimization problem in which the two objective functions are normalized and then combined into a
single objective function by using ω1 and ω2 as the two weighting factors. The mathematical model of the automatic map
color transfer method is shown in equation (7).

max F = ω1 × f1 + ω2 × f 2

 s.t. : C ⊆ Color
{C1 ,..., Cn } (C1 )

manifold , ∀C =
(7)

*
∀Ci , C j ∈ Cmap , ∆E ab (Ci , C j ) > ∂ (C2 )

habit

∀Cm ∈ Cmap
, ∆E*ab (Cm , Cm ' ) < d
(C3 )

Here, all the variables and symbols have the same meaning as in the previous constraints and objectives.

3 MODEL SOLVING
Model solving mainly consists of two parts: 1) generation of color manifolds. We translate the discrete,
three-dimensional color points into two dimensions to efficiently search the image colors. 2) Heuristic search. We find a
satisfying solution by a heuristic search of the color manifolds.

3.1 Generation of color manifolds
Manifold learning is used in this paper to organize image colors. Manifold learning can implement nonlinear
dimensionality reduction expressions for high-dimensional variables, and it can implement interpolation and sampling
operations that are difficult to perform in high-dimensional and nonlinear spaces (Roweis and Saul 2000). The
assumption of a manifold distribution conforms to the distribution characteristics of object colors. Manifold learning
has already shown advantages in efficiency and quality in automatic color recommendation and interactive color design
(Nguyen et al. 2015).
At present, common methods for generating color manifolds include principal component analysis (PCA),
multidimensional dimensional scaling (MDS), and self-organizing maps (SOMs) (Nguyen et al. 2015). This paper uses
the SOM algorithm to generate the color manifold space of the reference image. The SOM algorithm is an unsupervised
data dimensionality reduction method. As shown in Figure 1, taking Van Gogh's Starry Night as an example, a 10*10
color manifold is generated to achieve a dimensionality reduction expression for the image color.
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Figure 1. Example of color manifold generation

3.2 Heuristic search
In this paper, the map color transfer problem is regarded as a multiconstraint optimization problem. We can explore the
color manifolds to solve the problem. Ideally, the global optimum can be found by traversing the color manifolds
according to the constraints and the objective. However, this is too computationally expensive, as it is a typical
combinatorial optimization problem whose algorithmic complexity is often exponential. We therefore choose a heuristic
algorithm, the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, to solve the model.
The ABC algorithm is both a local and global swarm intelligence search algorithm. It was originally proposed for
numerical optimization problems and has been successfully applied to different types of optimization problem-solving
tasks (Karaboga and Akay 2009). For a detailed description of the ABC algorithm, please see (Karaboga 2005). In what
follows, the two major components of the ABC, initialization (which sets up a series of artificial bees to explore a
space) and the fitness definition (which guides artificial bees to find a satisfying solution), are described.
(a) Initialization: Randomly generate SN (number of bee colony populations) color schemes Ci = { ci1 , ci 2 …, ciD }
(i=1,2,…,SN) in the search space (color manifold in this paper, such as in Figure 1). Each solution Ci is a D-dimensional
color vector, where D is the number of map themes.
(b) Definition of fitness. The fitness function gives the evaluation scores of feasible solutions and guides local and
global searching. As described in Section 2.3, after the normalization operation of the two objective functions, the
weighting method is used to calculate the combined objective function. ω1 and ω2 are the weights of each objective
function. In this paper, each is set to 0.5, and the fitness function is obtained as equation (8):

 1
'
habit
'
, ∀0 < m, n < D, DE*ab (cim , cin ) > ∂, and if cim
, DE*ab (cim , cim
)<d
∈ Cmap

(8)
Fitness (Ci ) =  F (Ci )
 0,
otherwise


F (Ci ) is the function value calculated with the i-th feasible solution Ci of the objective function F. The smaller the
function value is, the larger the fitness value. m and n are the subscripts of any two map colors in the feasible solution
'
is the original color of layer m, and ∂ is the color of the JNCD
Ci, cim and cin are the colors of any two map themes, cim
threshold of any two layers; δ is the maximum color difference threshold of the original color and new color.
Guided by the fitness, the artificial bees locally explore to find colors that are harmonious and visually close to those in
the reference map. If a better solution than the current one cannot be found after several rounds of iteration, then the
artificial bee can give up the current solution and globally try another solution until it finds a satisfying solution.

4 EXPERIMENT
Three artists’ paintings and one photographic work are selected as the reference images (see Figure 2), and a city map
from OpenStreetMap (OSM, www.openstreetmap.org) is used as the test. The test map is designed by using
conventional colors, such as depicting water in blue and forests in green. Figure 2 shows the results of color transfer.
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Figure 2. Example of map transfer results
Furthermore, to illustrate the advantages of our method, we compare our method with a deep learning-based method
called FastPhotoStyle, which is a widely used image-to-image color transfer algorithm (Li et al. 2018). We use the
OSM map as the source map and select Van Gogh's two paintings as the reference images. The results of our method
and those of FastPhotoStyle are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of the transfer results of our method and FastPhotoStyle
Test map

Reference
I

Our model

FastPhotoStyle

It can be clearly seen from Table 1 that the results of FastPhotoStyle are more like a painting than a map. The
drawbacks are as follows: (1) the same map theme (e.g., feature A, the river layer) in the test map is transferred with
different colors, which may result in misreading the feature type; (2) FastPhotoStyle introduces a blurred boundary
(e.g., in feature B, the background layer); (3) FastPhotoStyle does not keep the visual hierarchy and contrast (e.g., in
feature C, the road layer); and (4) FastPhotoStyle does not respect the conventional rules (e.g., in feature D, the forest
layer). In contrast to FastPhotoStyle, our method can preserve conventions, visual hierarchy and contrast, can keep
symbols clear and legible, and can maintain the feature classification. In addition, it can be seen from the transfer results
that neither our method nor FastPhotoStyle transfers a satisfactory color for map labels, so it is necessary to optimize
the method further.

5 CONCLUSION
To meet the general public's demand for personalized and creative map design, this paper proposes an automatic
vector-based map color transfer method. Compared with an image-to-image color transfer method, our method can
achieve better results in terms of legibility and cartographic graphical quality. This method can potentially be
implemented as a web tool to provide personalized and creative mapping services for the general public to support the
idea that anyone can be a cartographer.
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In addition, there are some shortcomings that need further improvement. For example, the color transfer of map point
symbols and labels cannot simply be evaluated by the similarity of color proportions, and the results need further
evaluation on various map reading tasks, such as identification, location and comparison.
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